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Unite elernent methods are applied to the problem of
characterising
linear, anisotropic elastic solids, "me
conventional finite element
displacement formvaation is used to simulate an
elastic material in
plane stress. An inverted finite element
formulation is then applied,
and the characterizing six material constants
are calculated as numerical
results .
A possible test device for the experimental
characterization of
anisotropic solids is postulated, the precision
of displacement measure-
ments to be required for such a device being
determined by random
perturbation analysis. Numerical constants accurate
to within three
percent are predicted if a precision of one
part in eight hundred (I/800)
can be measured. Numerical constants accurate
to within one percent are
predicted if a precision of one part in ei^t thousand
(I/8OOO) can be
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I . INTRODUCTION
Jaensson and Stmdstrom [ll] used stress and strain approximations,
developed by a finite element analysis of the microstructure of a
presumed isotropic WC-Co alloy, as source data from which Young's modulus
and Poisson's ratio vere calculated as the characterizing constants for
the alloy. A more direct application of the finite element method to
the characterization of elastic solids is possible and can be applied
to a wider range of materials. V/hen finite element characterization is
applied to isotropic solids an immediate advantage is secured in that
Young's modiolus and Poisson's ratio are obtained simultaneously. When
the finite element characterization technique is applied to a general
linear, anisotropic elastic material an overwhelming advantage is
obtained in that no other method provides an experimental determination
of all six anisotropic material constants.
The ability to characterize general linear, anisotropic elastic
materials makes the design of a test device incorporating the finite
element characterizing technique highly desireable. The application
of this technique to linear elastic problems has been largely ignored,
although an increasing use of the technique has been made to problems
in the mechanical characterization of physically and kinematically
non-linear materials [6, T» 9> 12, 13, 15, l6].
The work reported in this study concerns a general class of linear,
anisotropic materials. Its goal is to identify and determine preliminary
design parameters applicable to. the design of a testing device to be
used in the characterization of linear, anisotropic solids. The finite

element technique eniployed in this characterization scheme has "been
observed [l2] to demonstrate a sensitivity to the measurements of
displacement data, and it is a specific goal of this study to identify
such sensitivities and the degree of measurement precision required.
The study has been divided into three parts. In the first part
the analytics of the finite element characterization are examined.
Rather tedious derivations result in closed- form formxolations , aro\ind
which the characterization technique is built. The second part of the
study uses a structural analysis computer code to simulate necessary
test displacement data. The third and final part of the study reqiiired
the writing of a conrputer program incorporating the finite element
analytics. Perturbations of the test displacement data and consequent
computer solutions to the characterization problem permitted a




A. THEORY OF ELASTICITY
All structural materials exhibit in various degrees the property
of elasticity: external forces loading a structure produce deformations
of the structure, and if these forces do not exceed a limiting value
the deformations disappear when the forces are removed. The theory of
elasticity provides mathematical relations between forces and displace-
ments acting in a structure. The action of forces lead to the definition
of the stress tensor, and the geometric deformations lead to the definition
of the strain tensor. A relation between these two tensors is called a
constitutive law [8, 10, lU, 19]. It is this law, in its simplest
formulation, which is paramount to the characterization of linear elastic
solids.
1. Generalized Linear, AnisotroDic Materials in Three-dimensions
The general form of the constitutive law in the theory of
elasticity, a generalized Hooke's law, is the set of functions relating














where x, y, z are the axes of the orthogonal, Cartesian coordinate
' V* ^xz' V^'
' ^xy» ^xz» Vz
' ^xy» ^xz' ^yz^
' ^xy» ^xz» Yyz^
, Yxy. ^xz' ^jz'
' ^xy' ^xz» Vz
.
(1)
system; o , o , o are the normal stresses; t , t » t are the
' x' y' z ' xy xz yz

shear stresses; e , e , e are the normal strains: and y
. Y
Y are the shear strains.
'yz
In the case of small deformations the simplest form of fiinctions (l)
is a linear set of equations. Denoting the coefficients applicable to
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Using matrix notation, the set of functions (la) is written:
{a} = [A]{e} (lb)
{e} = [B]{a} (Ic)
where {a} and {e} are the vectors whose elements are, respectively, the
stress and strain components of the stress and strain tensors at a point,
{a} = [a ,0 ,a ,t ,t ,t ]'^ and {e} = [e ,e ,e ,y ,Y >Y l'^;X y z xy xz yz xx yy zz xy xz yz
and [a] and [B] are symmetric, 6 >< 6 matrices of coefficients,
[a] = [B], consisting of twenty-one different constants, a .
Restricting attention to elasticity in two-dimensions, two distinct
problem types are identified: plane stress problems, requiring
2 xz yz »

and plane strain problems, reqixLring
e = Y = Y = 0.zz 'xz 'yz
2. Elasticity in Plane Stress
In the plane stress problem the in-plane stresses are defined as
{a } = Lcf ,a ,T J .
x' y' xy
Corresponding to these in-plane stresses are in-plane strains
{e } = Le »e ,y J •XX yy xy
Other strain components also exist . The out-of-plane strain components
are defined as :
{eOP} = [e ,Y ,Y ]'^,
zz xz yz
OP-
where {e } is the vector of these out-of-plane strains.




























and the a^ are the linear coefficients in equation (lb).




= IJ^^ - (\2)(A23)-^(^2)'')UP) . (2b)
In the plane stress problem the stress components only are in-plane:
the state of strain is three-dimensional with the out-of-plane components
given by equation (2a).
Alternately, equation (2b) is written:
{o^} = [A]{e^} (2c)
where [A ] is a symmetric, 3x3 matrix of constants:
[a'] = [A* - (A* )(A* )-l(A* )T],
11 12 22 12
the determination of which characterizes a linear, anisotropic material
in plane stress
.
For perfectly isotropic materials submitted to a state of plane
stress
:











where E and v are Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, respectively.
I I
and A , A , A , A , A , and A are the six elastic constants
forming [A ]
.
If an isotropic material with E = 29-50 x 10 ksi and v = 0.28?
is postulated and if this material were subjected to an external load








3 . Elasticity in Plane Strain
In the plane strain problem, the in-plane strains are defined as
XX ' yy xy
Corresponding to these in-plane strains are in-plane stresses:
ia } = La »a ,T J
x' y' xy
Other stress components also exist, and these out-of-plane stresses are
defined as:
/ 0P\ r iT{a } = Lcr ,T ,T J ,
z xz yz
OP-
where {a } is the vector of out-of-plane stresses.
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In the plane strain problem the strain components only are in-plane:
the state of stress is three-dimensional with the out-of-plane components
given by equation (Ua).
Alternately, equation (Ub) is written:
{e^} = [b'Ko^} (l^c)
where [B ] is a symmetric, 3^3 matrix of constants
[b'] = [B*^ - (Bi2)(B22)"^(B*2^)] .




For perfectly isotropic materials submitted to a state of plane
strain:
^11 - E = 4
b' - ^D-, ^ - - , - = B.12 1-v 11
=13 = ^^23 = °
^33 ~ 1^ ^11






-^td* '^oo* "^p-^* ^^^ "^^^ ^^^ '^^^ ^^'^ elastic constants
forming [B ].
k. Characterization of Anisotropic Materials in Planar Elasticity
For all planar problems in elasticity it is generally observed
that the two-dimensional behavior of the material is defined by a
constitutive law of in-plane components : a vector of in-plane components
is related to a second vector of in-plane components by a symmetric,
3^3 matrix of elastic constants. The two cases of planar elasticity
defined by equation (2c) and equation (kc) are not mathematically equiv-
alent: the matrix of material constants [A ] is not the inverse of the
I
matrix of material constants [B ]. Equations (2c) and {he) do permit,
however, the writing of a general constitutive law applicable to all
planar elasticity problems:
io^} = [D]{e^} . (5)
t
where [d] is a 3 x 3, symmetric matrix equal to matrix [A ] for plane stress
Ik

problems and equal to [B ] for plane strain problems. It is the
form of equation (5) vith which this study is concerned: a technique
of measuring the six, independent elastic constants,
^11 ^12 "^13
[D] = C^^ 0^3
n
(symmetric) 33
is the goal of this study in the characterization of linear, anisotropic
material constants.
B. FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION
Analysis of the basic unit of a structure is the first step in the
total analysis of the structure. The basic part under consideration here
is the finite element. Attention is focused on problems of planar stress,
although the technique is expressed in a form generally applicable to
any linear, anisotropic material. The finite elements employed are
necessarily restricted to two-dimensional configurations.
1. Finite Element Geometry
A myriad of two-dimensional shapes have been used in finite element
analyses [5, 2l], the simplest being that of a triangle. Another very
simple shape is that of a rectangle. Other shapes, from trapezoids
through to curved shapes, are also available. For the purpose of the
characterization of a linear, anisotropic material the simple rectangle




2. Displacement Formulation for the Finite Element
The displacement formulation for a finite element is well
documented [h , 5, ITj 18, 21]. Appendix A presents the details for
the formulation of a U-noded, linear element.





vhere [k] is defined as the elemental stiffness matrix, and the
indicated integration is performed across the area of the element.
The equation of static equilibrium for an element can be written as
:
{Q}^ = [^f{5f , (T)
where {Q} is the vector of forces acting at the elemental nodes.
Appendix A provides the specific derivation of the elemental
stiffness matrix [k] for a U-noded rectangular finite element in
closed-form. The resulting symmetric, 8x8 matrix is shown as
Figure 7 of that appendix.
In conventional finite element analysis, elemental stiffness contri-
butions are summed at common nodal points throughout the structure by
the method of direct stiffness. Forces are summed throughout the structure,
and it is observed that only forces external to the structure remain
because of the nullifying effects of internal nodal forces. Resultant
forces are of two kinds: forces due to the reactions of imposed physical
boundary conditions and forces loading the structure. The equation of






where {R} is the vector of resultant forces acting at each node,
generally equal to zero at internal nodes of the structure; [K] is the
master stiffness matrix; and {6} is the vector of displacements
containing the displacements at each node of the structure.
Equation (6) defines elemental stiffness as a function of the partic-
lilar geometry of the element and the six elastic constants. Performing
the matrix multiplication indicated by equation (t) and factoring-out the





where [k ] is the modified elemental stiffness matrix and {C} is
the vector of elastic constants, C , C „, C , C , C , and C . This
modified elemental stiffness matrix is not square: for the U-noded
element the modified stiffness matrix is of size 8x6.
The members of the modified elemental stiffness matrix are functions
of the particiilar geometry of the element and the nodal displacements,
u. and v., of the element. Figure 8, Appendix A, presents the closed-
form solution for the modified stiffness matrix for the U-noded rectangixlar
element. Such a closed-form solution for the modified stiffness matrix
is notationally straight forward, but a good deal of tedious manipulation
is hidden behind the symbols: closed-form solutions have not been
successfully obtained for the elemental stiffness matrix or the modified




A simplified direct summation procedure is used to form the master
modified stiffness matrix, and the forces are again summed across the
structure:
{R} = [K*] {C}
(10)
nxl nx66xl
3. Material Characterization Using Finite Elements
Figure 8, Appendix A, presents the 8x6 modified stiffness matrix
derived for the i+-noded rectangular element. A structure composed of a
tiToraber of these elements will exhibit a master modified stiffness matrix
of order n x 6. For the planar problems of elasticity two degrees of
freedom exist at each node in the structure, and n equals twice the
nxnnber of joints.
The over-determined system of equations (lO) can be solved as follows:
[K ]'{R} = [K ]^[K ]{C}
([K ]^[K ]) ^[K ]^{R} = {C} , (11)
if the product [K ] [K ] is non-singular.
C. CHARACTERIZATION USING FINITE ELEMENTS: AN EXAMPLE
Figure 1 presents an illustrative example of the use of finite
elements in the characterization of elastic solids and is a modification
after Kavanagh [12] . The problem is restricted to one-dimension and to




























FIGURE 1 :ONE-DIMENSIONAL EXAMPLE PROBLEM
ILLUSTRATING THE FINITE ELEMENT
CHARACTERIZATION OF ELASTIC SOLIDS
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The example consists of a weight P, hanging from a slender rod of
total length L and cross-sectional area A. The rod is divided into
five finite elements , each element containing two nodes . There are a
total of six structural joints, the first of which is constrained by a
physically pinned connection.














Imposition of the boiindary condition at the first joint allows eliminating
















Performing the indicated matrix miiltiplication and factoring the
material constant, E:
'0^
~(2V2 - v^) A/i
(-Vg + 2^2 - v^) A/£
> = (-v^ + 2v^ - v^) A/i {E}
(-v^ + 2v^ - vg) A/Jl (1 X 1)
p (-v^ + vg) A/Jl
X I) (5 X 1)
Setting A = 1.0, I = 100.0, and P = 10.0, assume that the measured


















0.10 = 0.0001 {E}
1000.0 = {E}
It is instructive to note that displacements calculated using this
value of E would be identically those values assumed at joints 2, 3»
hi 5, and 6. In an actual experiment, however, the displacements obtained
at the joints by measurement of the structure would be in error by some
experimental amount. If E were known exactly, the E calculated
vould not be exact.
22

III. EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATION AND PROCEDURE
A. NODAL DISPLACEMENTS
The application of the finite element method to the characterization
of elastic solids is predicated on the accurate knowledge of displacements
at the nodes of the structure. Small errors in obtaining displacements
will cause large errors to be introduced in the values of the calciilated
material constants, as reported by Kavanagh [l2] . It has been necessary,
therefore, to employ a simulation scheme to generate the displacements
associated with a given loading configuration.
Appendix B consists of a listing of the digital computer program
DPLISOP. DPLISOP is a double-precision version of PLISOP [3], a general
purpose finite element program for planar problems in elasticity. DPLISOP




A convergence study using DPLISOP was performed. A steel plate
^
10.0 inches square and 0.10 inches thick, was simulated in a state of
plane stress. The top edge of the plate was constrained, and the bottom
edge of the plate was uniformly loaded to a static load of 15.0 kips.
Loading at the bottom edge nodes was simulated by the usual application
of the consistent load vector concept [21]. Young's modulus and Poisson's
ratio were taken to be E = 29-50 x 10 ksi and v = 0.28?, respectively.
Finite element discretizations of one, four, and sixteen elements were
used. Figure 2 shows these trial discretizations using the U-noded
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RGURE 2: FINITE ELEMENT DISCRETIZ-
ATION FOR 4-NODED
CONVERGENCE STUDY.
STEEL PLATEJO BY 10,0.10





12-noded rectangular finite elements , r\ins were made for only the
U-noded and 8-noded elements.
Figure 3 presents the results of the convergence study for the
i|-noded rectangular element, at Node A of the simulation structure.
Similar results were obtained for the 8-noded rectangular element. The
minimum number of elements necessary to ensure accurate displacements in
both the horizontal and vertical directions was found to be four.
Implicit in the convergence study was the requirement that the exper-
imental structure exhibit symmetries in both the horizontal and vertical
directions and that elements be very nearly square to avoid geometrically
induced anisotropic behavior. Figure k details the configuration,
consisting of four, i+-noded rectangular finite elements, containing nine
nodal points, and an overall 10.0 inches square geometry, selected for
use in the remainder of the study.
B. COMPUTER PROGRAM DLASTIC
Program DLASTIC was written as a test program for the determination
of the six elastic constants C , C , C , Cp , C _, and C „, by direct
inversion of the finite element formulation (equations (lO) and (ll)),
in order to characterize a general, linear anisotropic material. Double-
precision displacements generated in DPLISOP were used as input data to
DLASTIC and the six material constants calculated. These calculated
numericaJ. values proved to be exactly the characterizing six material
constants of equation (3a). These results appear as a representative
output which, with the listing of DLASTIC, form Appendix C.
Element geometry used in DLASTIC is restricted to the U-noded












































FIGURE 3:C0NVERGENCE STUDY , NODE-A, USING 4-NODED
RECTANGULAR FINITE ELEMENTS. STEEL PLATE
IS 10 BY 10 SQUARE, 0.10 THICK, LOADED IN PLANE
STRESS BY 15 KIP TOTAL LOAD UNIFORMLY





















FIGURE i^ : 4-NODED 4-ELEMENT STRUCTURE SHOWING





Program DLASTIC was written as a modular algorithm: the MAIN
program calls, in order, the subroutines INPUT, MERGE, BMULT, SINGL,
INVRT, and ANSER. Subroutine MERGE, in turn, calls subroutine STIFF.
Subroutine SINGL, in turn, calls subroutine EIGEN. Communication is
maintained throughout the program by common blocks of storage.
The eight digit numbers appearing in the discussion which follows
refer to the program sequencing numbers appearing in the program listing,
Appendix C.
Subroutine INPUT ( 00000700-00001350) is called by the MAIN program.
Punched data cards are read and echo-checked. Required input data
includes structural parameter specifications, such as the number of
elements and joints (NEL and NJT), nodal connectivity for every element
(noon), and the coordinates (COORD), forces (R), and displacements
(U and V) for each joint in the structure. Specific directions for data
preparation have been included within the I4AIN program listing (Appendix C).
Subroutine MERGE (OOOOI36O-OOOOI820) is next called by the MAIN
program. MERGE forms the master modified stiffness matrix [K ] , by
superposition of the elemental modified stiffness matrices at appropriate
common joints throughout the structure. Subroutine STIFF (OOOOI83O-OOOO29IO)
is called in MERGE within a do-loop sequence indexed over the number of
elements in the structiire. Subroutine STIFF forms the elemental modified
stiffness matrix.
Next called by the MAIN program is subroutine BMULT (00002920-00003270).
In BMULT, the master modified stiffness matrix, BK, is premultiplied by
28

its transpose, BKT. The resiilting symmetric matrix has been designated
BSYM. The vector of nodal forces, R, is also premultiplied by BKT:
this result has been designated BR.
The first multiplication in subroutine BMULT, the symmetric matrix
BSYl-1, corresponds to the term [K ] [K ] of equation (ll). The MAIN
program calls subroutine SINGL (00003280-00003530), which calls sub-
routine EIGEN (000035^0-00005350) and a determination is made regarding
the singularity or non-singularity of the matrix BSYM.
EIGEN calculates the six eigenvalues of BSYM associated vith the as
yet undetermined six material constants. SINGL causes the six eigenvalues
to be printed as part of the program output, and inspection of this
portion of the output is required by the program user to ascertain the
validity of the total program output. Discussion of this requirement is
deferred to the section following this discussion of program organization.
Subroutine INVRT (00005360-00006930) is next called from the MAIN
program. The result of the first multiplication in subroutine BMULT,
the matrix BSYM, is inverted using the Gauss-Jordan method. The
determinant calculated in INVRT is ignored, for reasons which will
become clear in the discussion of the eigenvalue criterion.
The vector of material constants, C, is calculated in subroutine
ANSER (OOOO69UO-OOOOTI9O) by premultiplying the vector BR, calculated
in subroutine BMULT, by the inverted matrix BSYM, which occupies the
storage location previously occupied by the non-inverted matrix. The
resulting vector C, if valid, contains the six material constants C ,
C





DLASTIC was written in FORTRAN IV and compiled with the G_compiler
under release l8 on an IBM 36O/67 machine. It required 8U,000 bytes of
core and used approximately one-second CPU time for a typical run.
2. Eigenvalue Criterion of Matrix Singularity
A matrix is said to be singular when the determinant of the matrix
is equal to zero. However, when a matrix is ill-conditioned and nearly
singular the numerical evaluation of the determinant is almost invariably
completely unreliable. Round-off in most algorithms is sufficient to
introduce an artificial round-off value of zero that invalidates the
calculation of the determinant. •
The calculation of the eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix is always a
well conditioned numerical problem, even when the matrix is exactly
singular. A better indication of singularity and near-singularity is
obtained by examining all eigenvalues appropriate to the matrix. The
condition number of the matrix is then obtained as the ratio of the
largest absolute value of the eigenvalues to the smallest absolute value
12
of the eigenvalues. If this condition number is greater than 10 the
matrix is too nearly singular to be inverted accurately.
In program DLASTIC it was necessary to employ the eigenvalue
criterion of singularity. The symmetric matrix BSYM, formed in subroutine
-6
-9
BMULT, was found to exhibit eigenvalues in the range 10 to 10
The condition number is formed, 10-^, and it is obvious that matrix
BSYM is very far from any singularity.
C. DISPLACEMENT PERTURBATIONS
An exact characterization of an elastic solid was presented in a
previous section (see the representative output, Appendix C). Such a
30

resiilt utilized the full double-precision displacement data (sixteen
digits) generated vithin the simulation program DPLISOP. Such exhaustive
displacement data cannot be expected to be available from a physical
experiment or possible test device. It was necessary, therefore, to
perform a series of perturbation analyses in order to ascertain the lower
limit of displacement data accuracy required for the characterization of
elastic solids by the direct inversion of the finite element formiilation.
A first set of truncated displacements was used to determine how
sensitive the elastic constants would be to such approximations. Round-
off to five, six, seven, and eight places of decimals was used (see
Table l). The elastic constants were calculated for each set of rounded
displacements using program DLASTIC. The relative errors of the resulting
material constants were then evaluated.
The results for the material constants and the associated errors are
presented as Table 2.
Random perturbations, ranging in value from -5 to +5, were next
applied to the rounded resiilts in the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth
places of decimals. Five different sets of displacements were obtained
for each of the rounded results shown in Table 1.
Every set of displacements was used as input data for program
DLASTIC, and all six material constants were obtained for each case. The
results are shown in Tables 3 and k.
31
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C22 321 1+5. 0.0
C23 0. 0.0
C33 Ilii71. 0.0









TABLE 2: THE SIX ANISOTROPIC CONSTANTS CALCULATED IN PROGRAM DLASTIC,
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IV. RESULTS Arm CONCLUSIONS
The six, anisotropic material constants appropriate to the plane
stress elasticity problem and the particular material were calculated
in equation (3a). Using the full double-precision displacement data
generated by simiilating an elastic structure in a state of plane stress
program DLASTIC was used to calciolate numerical values for these same
six, anisotropic constants. Both sets of numerical constants were iden-
tical. For the purpose of discussion these values for the six material
constants have been considered the exact numerical values of the
constants
.
Program DLASTIC required closed-form solutions to the stiffness matrices
of the finite element formulation. Closed-form solutions for the elemental
stiffness matrix, [k] , and the modified elemental stiffness matrix,
[k ], were successfully obtained for the U-noded, rectangular finite
element. These results form Figures 7 and 8, Appendix A.
A. PERTURBATION RESULTS
Reasonable numerical values for the six elastic constants were
obtained, based on approximate displacement data generated by rounding
to as few as five decimal places. Table 2 presents the calculated values
for these constants. Eigenvalues were also calculated: the four runs
using simple roundings as approximations returned eigenvalues in the
-6
-9
range 10 to 10 . Approximate displacement data to the fifth
decimal place caused the returned numerical values of the constants to
be within two percent of the exact numerical values , and approximate
36

displacement data to the sixth, seventh, and eighth decimal places
resulted in numerical values within half-of-one percent of the exact
values of the material constants.
Twenty sets of displacement data were generated for the random
analyses. All twenty data sets were r\in in program DLASTIC and numerical
values for the elastic constants calciilated.
The numerical values for the calculated elastic constants are
presented in Tables 3 and h. The calculated eigenvalues for all random
-6 -9
perturbations were within the range of 10 to 10 . Comparison of
these calculated material constants to the exact values gives an idea
of the sensitivity of the elastic constants to the accuracy of the
displacement data.
Random perturbations applied to the results rounded to five decimal
places gave the largest errors in the elastic constants. Worse values
were consistently the calculated constant C _, the values of which
ranged from -759-5 ksi to lOUl.O ksi.
-5
Simiilated structural displacements accurate to 10 inches, the
sixth decimal place of displacements being random, returned numerical
values for the material constants generally less than three percent in
error. Values of C
_, thovigh not identically zero, were sufficiently
small to consider them calculated zero except in two cases. Larger
errors were experienced in the calculated values for C and C ^ for
all five sets.
Actual displacement measurements for a test device or physical
experiment could be expected to require a horizontal displacement data
precision of one part in eight hundred ( 1/800) and a vertical
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displacement precision of one part in five hundred (1/5OO). These
precisions could he expected to yield numerical values for the material
constants in the range of tvo to three percent error.
Perturbations to the seventh and eighth decimal places returned
material constants less than one percent in error (Table h) . An actual
test device would require a horizontal measurement precision of one part
in eight thousand (I/8OOO) and a vertical precision of one part in five
thousand (I/5OOO) , based on the simulated structural displacements being
accurate to 10 inches and the seventh decimal place of displacements
being random. The test device could be expected to yield numerical
values for the material constants much less than one percent in error.
The numerical values returned from perturbations of displacement
data to the eighth decimal place indicated required precisions of one
part in eighty thousand (I/8OOOO), horizontal, and one part in fifty
thousand (I/5OOOO), vertical. These precisions could be expected to
yield numerical values for the material constants much less than one
percent in error.
B. CONCLUSIONS
As a consequence of this study of the finite element technique, as
utilized in the characterization of linear, anisotropic elastic solids,
several conclusions can be drawn:
1. The finite element formulation under study can be applied to
the mechanical characterization of linear, anisotropic solids.
2. The accuracy of characterization is dependent on the sensitivity
of the finite element formulation..
3. The sensitivity of the finite element formulation is dependent
on the precision with which displacement data is measured.
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h. A device designed to determine the six linear, anisotropic
elastic constants to an accuracy of three percent will
require a precision in displacement measurements of at least
one part in eight hundred (I/8OO).
5. A device designed to determine the six linear, anisotropic
elastic constants to an accuracy of one percent will require
a precision in displacement measurements of at least one part
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Define the displacement field, {5} =
<^
u = N.u. + N.u. + N, 1L + N„u.u JN .u IN, iN„u„11 J J k K a a
V = N.v. + N.v. + N, V, + N v„11 jj kk Z I
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Substituting the functions from equation (e) into equation (g), the
matrix of first partial derivatives of shape functions for a ^-noded
rectangular finite element, [B] , is formed, (Figure 5).

















are then formed (Figure 6), where
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The product [B] [D][B], Figure 6, and equation (i) are functions in
(n,c). With dxdy = det [J(n,c)]:
[k]^ = f J [B]'^[D][B] det [J(n,^)]dndc (k)
where det [J(ns^)] ~ T ^ ^'^^ "the indicated integration is performed
in the non-dimensionalized coordinate system. Performing this integration,
the elemental stiffness matrix results (Figure 7)«
The equation of static equilibriiom for the element is written:
erne{Q}" = [k]"{6} (a)
where {Q} is the vector of forces acting at the nodes of the element;














































































































































































Performing the multiplication indicated by equation (£) and
factoring the six material constants:
{Q}^ = [k*]^{C} (n)
* e
vhere [k ] is the modified elemental stiffness matrix, in terms of
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REPRESFNTATIVE OUTPUT: 15 KIP LOAD, 4-NODES. (DLASTIC)
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN STRUCTURE 4
NUMBER OF JOINTS IN STRUCTURE 9
THICKNESS IS(UNIFORM)= . 1 000000000 OOD OOOD 00
CONNECTIVI TY MATRIX
EL. ID I-J-K-L CONNECTIVITY12 3 6 5
2 5 6 9 8
3 12 5 4
4 4 5 8 7










HORIZ. FORCE VERT. FORCE
0.910395517602 2619 3. 9 2415648 75 58 24 8
0.0 7. 151687024883492











4 -0.4929293242488149D-03 -0 . 2617793655895807D-02
5 0.2014108968973132D-18 -0. 2 1 895 97399146653 D-02
6 0.4929293242488153D-03 -0. 261 779365 5895 808D- 02
7 -0.1315568119229649D-02 -0 .5 16448 19342 12524D-02
8 0.48725289940094460-18 -J
.
382 7868226 09131 OD-02
9 0.1315568119229649D-02 -0. 6 16448 1934212524D- 02
EIGFN VALUES OF BSYM=BKT*BK
0.203 196 74685 51 705D- 08
0.24439 2 70 3639 8 269 D-06
0.3 93 84462 475 476 llD-07
0.1 54 2630 641 666 066D- 06
0. 3 8 390 028 883 03 47 6D- 06
0.3 82 51408 8145 5 5 82D-07
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Finite element methods are applied to the problem of characterizing linear,
misotropic elastic solids. The conventional finite element displacement
formulation is used to simulate an elastic material in plane stress. An inverted
finite element form\ilation is then applied, and the characterizing six material
constants are calculated as niomerical results.
A possible test device for the experimental characterization of anisotropic
jolids is postiilated, the precision of displacement measurements to be required
'or such a device being determined by random perturbation analysis. Numerical
constants accurate to within three percent are predicted if a precision of one
)art in eight hundred (I/8OO) can be measured. Numerical constants accurate to
dthin one percent are predicted if a precision of one part in eight thousand
1/8000) can be measured in the test device.
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